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ABSTRACT

Do economic crises influence trade policy? In this paper, we present a theory that

captures the dynamics at play in different industries facing economic crises. Our theory

explicates how crises impact the resource endowments of firms within different industries

and, in turn, influence industry incentives to lobby and counter-lobby over trade policy.

Industries disproportionately affected by crises should initially lobby more for, and

secure more, protection. As the intensity of crises increases, however, industries will have

fewer resources to expend towards lobbying and firms in other industries will mobilize

to counter-lobby and oppose tariff hikes, leading to trade liberalization. Therefore, we

predict an inverted U-shaped relationship between the severity of crises and industry

demands for trade protection. We present illustrative case studies to highlight the

mechanisms of our theory and then empirically test the predictions of our model using

sub-national industry-level trade policy respones to economic shocks.
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1 Introduction

That many companies were able to successfully lobby for trade protection following severe economic

contraction during the Great Depression is a well-known narrative. Additionally, as the financial

crisis of 2008 began to unfold, many scholars feared that massive contractions in trade levels were

a harbinger of the return of protectionism; yet, as has been noted by more recent accounts of trade

policy following the crisis, while certain sectors in particular countries were indeed successful in

lobbying domestic governments for tariff protection, there existed substantial heterogeneity both

within and across countries with respect to changes in tariff rates.

While there exists a sizable body of literature on the political economy of trade policy, we

argue that existing studies have not paid enough attention to one particular mechanism likely to

impact the capacity of an industry to successfully lobby for trade protection—namely, by ignoring

the effect that economic crises may have on resources available in lobbying budgets for different

sectors, the literature has so far emphasized two seemingly contradictory ways in which crises

impact trade policy. First of all, insofar as crises tend to increase the relative benefits to firms

facing international competition, times of crisis are argued to lead to greater protectionism, as

in the Great Depression. Alternately, some scholars have argued that crises may help to break

apart ossified protectionist coalitions that are damaging to greater macroeconomic health, or may

create times of rupture that politicians can use when pressing for reform; in these stories, crises

are expected to lead to decreased protectionism. Yet how can crises make protectionist policy both

more and less likely?

We argue that the effect of a crisis on trade protection policy is conditional on the size of

the given crisis and its effects on available lobbying resources both within and between different

industries—while relatively small shocks to an industry may result in increased demand for protec-

tionism, as the intensity of a shock increases,1 there may arise two possible countermeasures which

make tariff increases less likely. The first of these arises in cases where the intensity of a crisis

is so great as to significantly impinge on an industry’s ability to lobby government, such as when

severe or sustained price drops result in diminished lobbying capacity. A second, complementary

mechanism may arise in cases where increased tariffs in one industry negatively affect the profits of

1We describe in more detail below our conceptualization of crisis “intensity.”
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another sector of the economy, such as in cases of downstream producers or sectors engaged in com-

plementary economic activities. In this situation, while smaller shocks (and the limited protection

they entail) may be absorbed without much difficulty by these other industries, larger shocks may

serve to successfully mobilize a counter-lobby opposition, also leading to decreased tariff protection

for the original industry. Our paper therefore emphasizes the importance of disaggregating the

effects of a particular crisis on different sectors of the economy—the main empirical implication

of our theory is that the relationship between the intensity of a crisis facing a given industry and

tariff protection afforded to that industry should be characterized by an inverted-U shape, with

protection initially rising in the size of the shock but eventually falling back down as budgetary

constraints bind due either to increased counter-lobbying or declining available lobbying resources.

The paper is structured as follows: the next section introduces qualitatively our theory, and

situates it in the existing literature. After specifying the theoretical mechanisms by which crises

should influence trade policies, we analyze case studies of countries that experienced capital crises

in order to flesh out the mechanisms by which crises change lobbying patterns and trigger policy

changes. We then conduct a sub-national industry-level empirical study to test our predicted

relationship.

2 Relationship between crises and trade policy

Most modern formal accounts of the political economy of trade protection begin with the seminal

work of Grossman and Helpman (1994), in which industries provide political contributions to a

government that maximizes a weighted welfare function balanced between lobbying dollars and

social well-being. According to the model, in general, more organized sectors should receive more

trade protection, as should those in which import penetration (over domestic production) is lower

and in which the elasticity of imports with respect to price is less pronounced.2 Much subsequent

formal theory has built explicitly on the Grossman-Helpman framework, including an extension of

the model in Mitra (1999) that endogenizes the decision of firms to organize for lobbying, as well

as analysis of the role played by heterogeneity in firm size within sectors in contributing to the

2For detailed discussion of Grossman and Helpman (1994), as well as empirical support, see Goldberg and Maggi
(1999) or Gawande and Bandyopadhyay (2000).
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likelihood of participating in lobbying activity (Bombardini, 2008).3

Yet, despite its far-ranging impact, even the original Grossman and Helpman (1994) article

admits that in its baseline version of the model, competition between various sectoral lobbies “is

highly circumscribed, because the various industry groups oppose one another only to the extent

that owners of specific factors also protect their interests as ordinary consumers” (p.849). The paper

suggests an extension of the model which allows for competition over trade protection between firms

that produce goods used as intermediate inputs in downstream industries; this emphasis on the

role of counter-lobbying as a potential counterweight to trade protection is developed more fully in

several papers. For example, in an initial paper testing the empirical implications of the Grossman-

Helpman model, Gawande and Bandyopadhyay (2000) finds that, looking at sectoral-level data in

the U.S. in 1983, those industries with a larger number of downstream industries contribute more

money to political action committees, which is interpreted as indirect evidence of the pressure placed

on these industries by counter-lobbies. Subsequent work has found a similar effect when foreign

lobbies (which are presumed to favor free trade) are present (Gawande, Krishna and Robbins, 2006),

as well as very recent reconfirmation of the effects of domestic counter-lobbying analyzed cross-

nationally (Gawande, Krishna and Olarreaga, 2012). Additionally, a working paper by Ludema,

Mayda and Mishra (2010) suggests that, even independent of direct financial lobbying efforts by

industries opposed to tariff suspension, congressional testimony by industries claiming harm due

to tariff suspensions is a significant deterrent to the likelihood that such measures are passed by

government. Thus, more recent developments in the literature on the political economy of trade

protection suggest that, beyond considering general economic charateristics of particular industries

seeking protection, we should also be aware of the possibility that opposition from downstream or

complementary industries may play an important role in shaping government’s final preferences

over the use of tariffs to shield domestic industries.4

However, with a few notable exceptions, none of these formal accounts of trade policy explicitly

3In addition to tariff barriers, scholars have also examined the determinants of non-tariff barriers to trade, such as
anti-dumping claims. Threats of retaliatory action and possible WTO disputes are among the factors which may make
these types of protection less likely to occur (Blonigen and Bown, 2007), and often are implemented in countercyclical
fashion (Bown and Crowley, 2012).

4It should be noted that the potential for cross-sectoral competition over protection precedes Grossman and
Helpman (1994); see, for example, the discussion of competition between different factors of production (such as land
and capital) in Findlay and Wellisz (1982).
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takes into account the potential role that economic crises may have in shaping tariff outcomes.5

That is, while many of these models do contain a measure of world prices for different industries,

the comparative statics of interest tend to assume that this price remains constant; as such, the

question of how major equilibria might evolve given changes to the world price (such as may occur

during times of serious international economic crisis) is not explored.6 In addition, very few models

consider cases in which the lobbying costs associated with a large disequilibrium induced by crisis

may actually exceed available resources for a particular industry. In fact, under the solution taken

in Grossman and Helpman (1994),7 domestic prices are explicitly assumed to be bounded between

some low and high range, with focus directed to equilibria that exist in interior prices—while a

footnote points out that an industry price might be pushed to one of these boundaries in cases

where “the owners of the specific factor used in industry i may not have sufficient resources to

‘protect themselves’ from other lobbies (i.e., the political contributions needed to keep pi above

pi may exceed their aggregate income),” the authors conclude that “these extreme outcomes...are

not an especially interesting feature of the model” (p.842). While this may indeed be true for

policymaking in “normal times,” our point of departure with much of the existing formal literature

is to focus instead precisely on times when firms pummeled by serious shocks to their profitability

seek protection by lobbying for tariffs.

In choosing to focus on the role of crisis in shaping trade policy, our paper speaks to a broader

literature from political economy that has suggested alternately that crisis should be associated

with greater protection, or that it should lead to greater likelihood of liberalization. Work in this

first vein linking crisis to protectionism has shown that domestic political factors, such as economic

and political coalitions which can change due to downturns, may be important determinants of

protection (Gourevitch, 1986). Incentives for lobbying can depend on societal coalitions, such as

those belonging to owners of different factors of production (Rogowski, 1989; Alt and Gilligan,

5Gawande, Hoekman and Cui (2011) does evaluate the strength of various factors in explaining the relative lack
of cross-national protectionism following the financial crisis of 2008; however, while the finding on the effects of
counter-lobbying is consonant with our theory, the paper does not focus much on ways that the crisis may have
affected different industries differentially, and also does not consider the possibility that intensity of crisis may matter
for determining tariff outcomes.

6Note that, in an account of the role that loss aversion may play in shaping preferences for protection, Freund and
Ozden (2008) does consider changes to equilibria as the world price evolves; while their prediction of an inverted-U
shape for protection in world prices is similar to ours, the mechanisms by which our paper arrives at this outcome
are significantly different. See also Tovar (2009) for a discussion of the effects of loss aversion on trade policy.

7Which is followed as the baseline in much subsequent work.
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1996), leading to links between interest group coalitions, lobbying, and policy change (Goldberg

and Maggi, 1999). Since declining industries often lobby for more protection, scholars have argued

further that economic crises can spur widespread demands for protection (Takacs, 2007). In fact,

scholars have long postulated a positive relationship between crises and trade protection, including

both tariff and non-tariff barriers (Takacs,1981; Blonigen and Bown, 2003; Knetter and Prusa,

2003).

Looking at national responses to major economic crises such as the Great Depression from a

comparative perspective, many have pointed to links between crises, domestic coalition preferences,

and economic policy changes (Binder, 1971; Haggard and Kaufman, 1992, 1995), and between crises

and economic indicators such as inflation (Drazen and Easterly, 2001). This effect can be magnified

if economic crises engender beggar-thy-neighbor policies, whereby countries embrace protectionism

in order to safeguard domestic industries and interest groups, as in (Bagwell and Staiger, 1997). A

classic example cited in the literature is the high Smoot-Hawley U.S. tariffs, which were implemented

in 1930 as a result of a severe economic downturn (Eichengreen, 1986; Irwin, 2011). Recent work

has also seen a strong focus on the current downturn. For example, Bown (2009) and Gregory et al.

(2010) highlight the trade barriers raised in the 2008 financial crisis, some of which are long-term in

nature and others temporary (Bown, 2011). Short of a full-blown crisis, even slow economic growth

has been shown to spur increased protectionism (Magee, Brock and Young, 1989). One explanation

for this pattern is that leaders can afford to implement liberal policies during good times while the

regime is popular, but must implement protection during difficult times (McKeown, 1983, 1991).

Alternatively, crises may result in greater closure to tighten control over the economy (Armijo and

Faucher, 2002; Garrett, 1995; Mahon, 1996) which many argue occurred as a result of economic

crises in Latin America (Diaz-Alejandro, 1985; Edwards, 1995).8

In contrast to the large volume of work arguing that crises lead to increased protection, another

strand of scholarship contends that economic shocks more often cause trade liberalization (Drazen

and Grilli, 1990). For example, Corrales (1997) compares the cases of Venezuela and Argentina to

8Some factors have been shown to help mitigate the degree of protection that results from a crisis, such as
institutional membership, which may provide policy flexibility during crises (Kucik and Reinhardt, 2008), or may
induce constraints in global crises which can shape incentives to cooperate by limiting protectionist responses (Davis
and Pelc, 2012). Institutions such as the IMF may also impact whether countries reform after a crisis has ended
(Mukherjee and Singer, 2010). Other factors such as partisanship and labor unrest may also moderate the effect of
a crisis on protectionist policies (Simmons, 1997).
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argue that economic fundamentals can not explain their radically different responses to economic

crises. Corrales (1997) argues that governments’ responses depend on their capacities to sustain

reforms. Many of these accounts have postulated that crises might break apart ossified coalitions

and give politicians the power to enact previously unpopular economic reforms, including trade

liberalization. In fact, the proliferation of crises that have led to trade liberalization has sparked

questions of whether crises are necessary for liberalization (Tornell, 1995), as some scholars argue

that crises can upset existing coalitions and discredit current policies to allow for reform-oriented

interests to shape policy-making (Olson, 1982; Haggard and Kaufman, 1992; Weyland, 2002).

The debate of whether crises lead to protection or liberalization has led some scholars to take

a more nuanced view. For example, Weyland (2002) argues that crises lead to indeterminate out-

comes, which can vacillate between protection and liberalization, pointing to responses to crises

in Brazil and Venezuela. Others argue that the outcome depends on the current economic con-

text (Brooks and Kurtz, 2007), on domestic support resulting from sectoral and factor allocations

(Frieden, 1988), or on political institutions. For example, (Smith, 2010) argues that crises can

cause liberalization in developing autocracies when inequality is high, because domestic groups will

demand openness under the threat of revolt. Alternatively, Frieden (2010) contends that crises

change political coalitions due to their effects on prices, causing institutions to break down due to

elites’ shorter time horizons.

These valuable analyses have offered many insights into factors that can shape and change re-

sponses to crises. Yet existing studies do not provide a unified account of when and how particular

crises result in protection versus liberalization for specific sectors. Although scholars have postu-

lated links between crises and international economic policymaking, extant literature does not offer

a systematic theory of the mechanisms by which crises affect trade policies at the industry level.

While many factors have been identified that influence political and economic reform, “this role is

hard to predict” and is both “theoretically indeterminate and empirically questionable” (Corrales,

1997, p.617-618). Indeed, even recent empirical studies that have attempted to disentangle the

effects of crises on specific types of reforms have found that “it is inappropriate to think about

a general politics of economic reform” (Brooks and Kurtz, 2007, p.712). In short, while extant

studies offer nuanced descriptions of the political responses to economic crises, they don’t develop

systematic theories explaining the policy responses to specific industries.
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3 Theory

We develop a parsimonious account of one mechanism by which crises can impact trade policy-

making. When certain sectors of the economy face shocks to their profitability due to economic

crises, these firms will initially demand greater protection in order to remain competitive; however,

since these groups need to “purchase” protection in the form of lobbying, at a certain threshold

level the cost of lobbying for protection may surpass the lobbying resources available to a given

industry, especially if these resources are a function of industry profits which are greatly reduced

during severe crises. In addition, in those cases where tariffs in one industry affect negatively the

profits of another, it may become profitable for this other industry to engage in counter-lobbying,

thereby driving up the lobbying costs for the original sector. Because such counter-lobbying may

become more likely during times of greater crisis, this suggests a secondary (and complementary)

mechanism by which firms may be more likely to face infeasible lobbying costs during particularly

intense crises. Our theory predicts an inverted U-shape between the intensity of crises and trade

protection.

3.1 Setup

We imagine a world of three actors: a government, G, and two industries A and B. In order to

facilitate interpretation of the model, we assume that government sets tariff rates only in industry

A,9 and that the government’s decision is a binary choice between no tariffs and some positive tariff

rate, such that its strategy set is a choice of τA ≡ τ ∈ {0, τ̄}.10

We assume that profits in industry A are a function of the domestic price for its good, pA, which

is itself a function of the world price wA ∼ F (wA) and the industry tariff τ , with the simplifying

assumption that pA = wA(1 + τ). Under this set up (which reflects common practice in models of

industry preference for protection), profits are an increasing function of own-industry tariffs, where

9Observe that this is equivalent to allowing a model in which the government also sets tariffs in industry B, but
that production is such that profits in industry A are unaffected by this tariff, and thus no counter-lobbying by A
will arise. This is in fact closer to our view of the world, but we focus on a single tariff here for sake of clarity of
exposition.

10An equivalent interpretation is the choice between “status quo” level of tariffs, here normalized to zero, and some
fixed increase in tariffs. Note that, given that many tariff lines for most countries exist under a mandated upper
bound as determined, for example, by most favored nation clauses, the assumption of some upper bound on tariffs
seems realistic.
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we assume as well that the rate of increase in profits decreases at higher tariff rates, or

∂πA(.)
∂τ > 0

∂2πA(.)
∂τ2

< 0
(1)

Additionally, there exist some (per-stage) fixed costs of production for A; given these fixed costs,

there must exist some lower threshold on the domestic price p0 such that profits are zero at this

price, and negative for prices below it (that is, πA(p0) = 0, and πA(p) < 0 ∀p < p0).

In this model, we allow tariffs in industry A to affect as well the profits for some other industry

B. While the most common conceptualization of this type of situation is to imagine that the

product from firm A is used as an intermediate input for firm B, this could also arise due to

complementarity between the industries, such as in cases where lower demand for A (as a result of

higher domestic prices from increased trade protection) leads to lower demand for B as well. For

example, for those that prefer the first conceptualization, it may help to consider industry A as

steel manufacturers, while industry B could be any of a host of firms that use steel as an input,

such as construction; in the second case, A might be automobiles while B could be the gasoline

industry (which sells less gas when there are fewer cars on the road). Our theory should apply

equally well to any situation in which B’s profits decrease in the tariff for industry A; in what

follows we assume that the rate by which this decrease occurs slows as tariff levels rise, or

∂πB(.)
∂τ < 0

∂2πB(.)
∂τ2

> 0
(2)

In addition to profits made, firms may also choose to lobby the government to receive favorable

tariff policy; the lobbying dollars offered by a firm for a particular tariff level are given by li(τ).

In addition, we assume that firms possess some fixed amount of “extra” resources ρi which may

also be used for lobbying; one interpretation of these resources is as a proxy for industry size, or

alternately profits from past play. Thus, assuming linearity of utility for firms, we can represent

the indirect utility of a firm at a given tariff level as

vi(τ) = πi(τ) + ρi − li(τ) (3)
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Finally, we assume that government cares about social welfare as well as campaign contributions

from different industries, such that government utility is given by

Γ(τ) = βW (τ) + (1− β)
n∑
i

li(τ) (4)

where li(τ) represents lobbying contributions from each industry for a given choice of τ , β captures

the government’s relative preferences for welfare versus contributions (“benevolence”) and, following

the standard logic of trade economics, we assume that higher tariffs lead to lower societal welfare

at an increasing rate (that is, ∂W/∂τ < 0, ∂2W/∂τ2 < 0).

Having now detailed all the formal components, we end this section by making explicit the

timing of the game:

1. Nature draw a world price wA ∼ F (wA).

2. Observing wA, each firm determines the lobbying contributions it would offer for either choice
of tariff rates by the government (selects l∗i (0) ∈ R+ and l∗i (τ̄) ∈ R+).

3. Observing the lobbying offers, the government selects a tariff rate for industry A (selects
τ ∈ {0, τ̄}). In cases where a firm would face a negative payoff, it may exit the market; the
government collects lobbying donations given its choice of τ , and payoffs accrue.

3.2 Solution

Our solution concept is subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, and we therefore solve by backwards

induction. In the final stage of the game, the government will prefer choosing positive tariffs to no

tariffs whenever Γ(τ̄) ≥ Γ(0), or

βW (τ̄) + (1− β)(lA(τ̄) + lB(τ̄)) ≥ βW (0) + (1− β)(lA(0) + lB(0)) (5)

Observe, to begin, that as profits in industry A are increasing in τ , while profits in industry B

are decreasing in τ , it is trivially true that A generally prefers higher tariff rates, while B prefers

lower ones. In equilibrium A should therefore never offer any positive lobbying amount for τ = 0,

whereas B should never offer positive lobbying for τ = τ̄ (that is, l∗A(0) = 0 and l∗B(τ̄) = 0).

Substituting this into equation (5) and rearranging terms gives us that the government will select

10



τ = τ̄ whenever

lA(τ̄) ≥ l̄A ≡ lB(0) + (
β

1− β
)(W (0)−W (τ̄)) (6)

Interpretation of this condition is quite straightforward—in essence, the government favors a higher

tariff for industry A when the lobbying contributions from A are greater than those from B for no

tariffs, plus an additional amount that compensates the government for the weighted welfare loss

associated with increasing tariffs.

In addition, note that if A can secure government acceptance of the higher tariff rate with

lobbying greater than or equal to l̄A, in equilibrium it should offer exactly this amount and no

more, as any further contribution to the government does not produce an additional shift in tariffs

but still decreases A’s payoff further, and is thus strictly dominated. Therefore, in any equilibrium

with positive tariff rates, it must be the case that l∗A(τ̄) = l̄A. However, it should be made clear that

this lobbying value is not uniquely identified by the primitives of the model—indeed, it depends

directly on B’s lobbying decision. In other words, as should be expected in a counter-lobbying

model, B can force the requisite lobbying amount to increase for A to receive protection by upping

its own contributions; what occurs in equilibrium, then, essentially comes down to whether B will

be able and willing to do so.

3.2.1 Ideal outcome for A

In order to determine how much B must spend to effectively counter-lobby A, we must first de-

termine what the relevant “outside option” is. Note that, under the equilibrium condition that

l∗A(0) = 0 introduced above, the payoff to A in the case where it receives no protection is deter-

mined exogenously; that is, when the government chooses τ = 0, A receives

vA(0) = πA(0) + ρA (7)

As both of these component pieces are given exogenously, the relevant comparison for A is whether

this payoff is better or worse than exiting the market entirely, which we normalize as a payoff of

zero. As A’s strategic behavior thus depends on whether vA(0) ≷ 0, in what follows, we refer to

segments of the parameter space where vA(0) < 0 as Case I, and those where vA(0) ≥ 0 as Case II.
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3.2.2 Case I: vA(0) < 0

In cases where industry A faces threats to its survival without government protection, the relevant

comparison for A is whether it prefers to pay to lobby the government to receive protection, or to

instead to exit the market. Clearly, A will prefer to exit whenever vA(τ̄) ≤ 0, or whenever (after

substituting in for l∗A(τ̄)) it is the case that

πA(τ̄) + ρA − lB(0)− (
β

1− β
)(W (0)−W (τ̄)) ≤ 0 (8)

Before moving to cases with counter-lobbying, however, consider first a world in which l∗B(0) = 0

always.11 In such a situation, letting ∆W ≡W (0)−W (τ̄) represent the social welfare loss arising

from protectionism, and rearranging terms, we find that A will lobby for protection whenever

πA(τ̄) + ρA > (
β

1− β
)∆W (9)

11As might be the case if, for example, B’s profits hardly change at all with changes in the price of A, or where
the welfare implications of protection for A are relatively minor.
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What makes this condition more likely to hold? Clearly, whenever industry A’s profits are greater

under protectionism (larger πA(τ̄)), this should make A more willing to lobby for tariffs; in addition,

greater availability of extra lobbying resources (larger ρA) make it more likely that A will be able

to lobby successfully. In addition, given that tariff protection generates social disutility for which

the government must be compensated, it is also true that A should be more willing to lobby when

the cost to social welfare (smaller ∆W ) is lower, or when the government prefers contributions over

general welfare (smaller β). As each of these factors will be determined by primitives of the model,

the equilibrium outcome here depends essentially on the draw of the world price of A by Nature,

and as such, we consider now how the inequality in equation 9 changes with changes in wA.

As wA decreases, it is clearly the case that profitability for industry A should decline. However,

it is also the case that, for a fixed ad valorem tariff, the welfare loss associated with an imposition

of protection decreases as wA falls. The effect of a fall in wA on the likelihood that A can lobby

successfully for protection, then, depends on the relative rates of change in these two factors.12

While we have not assumed specific functional forms for the profit and welfare functions, consider-

ation of the general shapes of the two curves suggests that, when wA is quite high, the change in

relative welfare costs for protection due to a small drop in the world price is likely to dominate the

drop in profits, and as such, it should be less likely for A to seek protection. However, for middle

to lower values of wA, the size of the change in welfare due to a drop in the world price should

begin to decrease (at an increasing rate), suggesting that in these ranges, A is likely to be able to

afford protection. However, while this effect should increase generally as wA continues to fall, it

is important to recall that once the domestic price crosses p0, industry profits will turn negative,

at which point successful lobbying depends entirely on the external resources available. Given our

assumption of the concavity of πA(.) in p, for particularly catastrophic shocks in the world price,13

A’s capacity to rely on outside resources for additional protection will eventually be surpassed.

This suggests that there exists a non-monotonic relationship between the severity of a crisis

faced by an industry and the tariff protection it receives—while the probability that firms will be

able to successfully lobby the government for protection is increasing as wA falls at first, eventually

12Obviously, since ρA is given exogenously, changes in wA have no effect on this parameter. However, as πA(τ̄)
continues to fall with drops in wA, the relative importance of these outside resources in determining the capacity of
A to lobby successfully should increase.

13That is, when ρA ≤ ( β
1−β )∆W − πA(τ̄).
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sectors facing particularly serious shocks may no longer be able to afford the protection they desire,

at which point tariffs should actually decline in further shocks. While our model provides additional

comparative statics on factors affecting tariff protection, we believe that this “inverted U” shape

for protectionism in the severity of crises is the primary theoretical contribution of our paper,

and suggests that previous empirical approaches which have not considered the possibility of this

non-monotonicity may be missing part of the picture.

3.2.3 Case I with counter-lobbying

Having discussed the case in which B never chooses to counter-lobby, we now turn to the more

complicated situation in which B may offer to compensate the government in order to remain at

a no-tariff status quo. In this world, after rearranging equation 8, we find that A will refrain from

lobbying for protection whenever

lB(0) ≥ l̃B ≡ πA(τ̄) + ρA − (
β

1− β
)∆W (10)

Thus, whether A can afford to lobby for protection from the government successfully depends

critically here on B’s counter-lobbying offer. Note as well that, in any equilibrium in which B

successfully counter-lobbies, B would set l∗B(0) = l̃B, as any further increase in lobbying would

not change the equilibrium tariff level but would continue to decrease B’s payoff, and is therefore

strictly dominated. In such a case, the equilibrium outcome depends ultimately on whether B finds

it in its best interest to out-lobby A; that is, whether vB(0) ≥ vB(τ̄). We find that this holds

whenever

πB(0)− πA(τ̄)− ρA + (
β

1− β
)∆W ≥ πB(τ̄) (11)

which, after rearrangement of terms, gives us

πB(0)− πB(τ̄) ≥ πA(τ̄) + ρA − (
β

1− β
)∆W (12)

As this determines whether B is willing to counter-lobby A or not, in what follows we refer

to equation 12 as B’s counter-lobby constraint. Interpretation of this condition is again quite

straightforward—B is more willing to counter-lobby A whenever it is the case that B’s profit gains
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from fighting protection are greater, as well as when the social welfare loss from protectionism

increases (which makes it relatively “cheaper” to buy government support against protectionism);

however, increased profitability of firm A under protectionism make it more costly for B to be able

to out-bid A, as do higher outside resources.

Note that, as each of these component pieces are determined exogenously by the model primi-

tives, there will always exist an equilibrium set by draws on the parameter space. However, as we

assume that the shapes of πA(τ), πB(τ), and W (τ) do not vary between draws, and taking both the

upper tariff bound (τ̄) and A’s additional lobbying resources (ρA) as fixed, we see that equilibria

for the game will essentially be determined by Nature’s draw of the world price wA.

How, then, does the equilibrium outcome change as we observe shifts in the world price for

industry A? Looking first at the left-hand side of the counter-lobby constraint, given the shape

assumptions on πB(τ),14 the difference in profits for B at τ = 0 versus τ = τ̄ will be increasing as

the world price of A falls. That is, the left-hand side is likely to increase as wA decreases, making

the counter-lobby constraint more likely to bind. In addition, turning now to the right-hand side

of the inequality, it is trivially true that profits for A are lower, for τ fixed, as the world price for

A declines, which again suggests that the counter-lobby constraint should be more likely to bind.

However, the final term on the right-hand side of the inequality does suggest that this prediction

needs to be tempered, since the amount by which welfare declines for a fixed tariff level decreases

as the world price declines.

As this last point may not be immediately obvious, we pause to demonstrate the logic. Imagine,

for example, that τ̄ = 0.5, such that if the government decides to implement positive tariffs, this

will increase the domestic costs of good A by 50% above the world price. When the world price

is quite high, this may result in a dramatic (absolute) price jump, say from $100 to $150, a price

increase of $50 per unit, whereas when the price is low, this absolute jump is much smaller, say

from $10 to $15, an increase of only $5 per unit. As we have assumed above that social welfare

is decreasing at a decreasing rate in prices, it should be clear that the welfare loss of increasing

14So long as profits in B decline with sufficient convexity in the price of good A. While we assume this throughout,
it is interesting to note that violations of this assumption would actually map well into those real-world cases in which
our theory should be less applicable. In other words, if profits in industry B do not increase as the world price for A
falls (for some fixed τ), then we should indeed expect the counter-lobby constraint not to bind—if changes in profits
are hardly affected by the price of A, then these would be cases where we should not expect much counter-lobbying
in the first place.
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the price of A from $10 to $15 should be much smaller in magnitude than that which results from

increasing prices from $100 to $150. Thus, as the welfare distortions from a fixed tariff rate actually

decline as the world price falls, the “welfare penalty” which A must pay to sway the government in

its favor also declines, making it more costly for B to counter-lobby A. The critical question, then,

is whether the changes in profits in world prices identified above increase at a greater or lesser rate

than the decline of the welfare penalty. While we lack any firm evidence on these rates of change, a

glance at our assumed social welfare and profit curves suggests that, when the world price is higher,

the marginal reduction in the welfare penalty is likely to be greater, whereas when the world price

is low, this marginal change should be quite limited. We expect precisely the opposite effect for

B’s profits—when the world price is high, the marginal change in profits for B is likely to be

small, whereas when the world price is low, this marginal effect should be much more pronounced.

Thus, our belief about the most likely situation is one where the counter-lobby constraint should

be less likely to bind when wA is high, but that as it continues to drop, the probability that B

will counter-lobby increases. More generally, this provides us with our main comparative static of

interest: while the likelihood that A will seek tariff protection increases as the world price falls, it

is also the case that the incentives for B to counter-lobby should increase as wA declines—thus, we

should again expect an inverted-U shape in protection for firms, increasing for smaller price shocks

until it reaches a threshold where counter-lobbying becomes appealing, at which point protection

levels should begin to level off again.

3.2.4 Case II: vA(0) ≥ 0

In cases where industry A can still survive even with no protection, the relevant comparison for

the firm becomes whether it prefers to bear the costs of convincing the government to raise tariffs,

or instead to lobby nothing and receive lower profits. That is, A will prefer to give up on lobbying

whenever vA(τ̄) ≤ vA(0), or

πA(τ̄) + ρA − lA(τ̄) ≤ πA(0) + ρA (13)
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If we again start by considering cases where B would never counter-lobby, we find that A will be

able to successfully lobby for government protection whenever it is the case that

πA(τ̄)− πA(0) > (
β

1− β
)∆W (14)

Comparing equation 9 to equation 14 reveals two major differences between the equlibrium cut

points in Case I versus Case II. First of all, we see that, as the outside option for industry A in

Case II is to continue operating but at lower profits (as opposed to industry exit), the extra lobbying

resources ρA no longer enter into the equation. In addition, whereas in Case I we considered industry

A’s absolute profit levels, in Case II we now consider industry A’s relative profits with and without

protection. As should be expected, when the “welfare penalty” for enacting a tariff is lower (smaller

∆W ), A should be more likely to receive protection. In addition, when the relative profit gains

from protection are higher (larger πA(τ̄) − πA(0)), A should likewise be more willing to lobby for

tariffs.

As before, these factors will be determined by model primitives, and so equilibrium outcomes

depend essentially on the world price in industry A drawn by Nature. How is the inequality in

equation 14 affected by changes in wA? As was discussed above, for a fixed ad valorem tariff, the

welfare losses associated with protection decline as wA falls, thus increasing the likelihood that A

will seek protection. In addition, given the concavity of πA(.), as wA declines, the marginal profit

gain from an increase in tariffs goes up, which also makes it more likely that A will want to lobby

the government. Thus, for this segment of the parameter space, a drop in the world price should

increase the likelihood that A receives tariff protection.

However, an important caveat exists here—note that, as wA falls, so too does πA(0), and so

while it may be true that in Case II a marginal decrease in world prices from an already high level

should lead to increased protectionism, a larger drop in prices may actually move us from Case II

to Case I, where further drops in price may actually lead to a decline in equilibrium tariff levels,

as discussed above.
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3.2.5 Case II with counter-lobbying

Having analyzed the case in which B never chooses to counter-lobby, we now return to a world in

which B may offer to compensate the government in order to remain at a no-tariff status quo. In

this situation, after rearranging equation 13, we find that A will refrain from lobbying for protection

whenever

lB(0) ≥ l̃B
′ ≡ πA(τ̄)− πA(0)− (

β

1− β
)∆W (15)

Similar to Case I above, whether or not A can afford to lobby for favorable protection depends

on the counter-lobbying efforts by B; as was discussed above, in equilibrium B will never offer any

lB(0) > l̃B
′
, and so we know that l∗B(0) = l̃B

′
. The question then becomes whether B will actually

prefer paying l̃B
′
to instead accepting lower profit rates with a higher tariff, and thus will be willing

to counter-lobby whenever

πB(0)− πA(τ̄) + πA(0) + (
β

1− β
)∆W ≥ πB(τ̄) (16)

which, after rearrangement of terms, gives us

πB(0)− πB(τ̄) ≥ πA(τ̄)− πA(0)− (
β

1− β
)∆W (17)

Whether this condition holds determines whether or not B will be willing to counter-lobby A,

and as such, we also refer to this as the counter-lobby constraint for Case II. In many regards, this

condition is very similar to that in Case I—it is still true that, as the profit change in B for fighting

protection increases, it will be more likely to counter-lobby, and it is also true that increasing

“welfare penalties” for A to convince the government make it more likely that the counter-lobby

constraint binds. However, there are two main differences between the constraint in Case I and in

Case II.

The first is relatively straightforward: when the relevant outside option for A is to simply give

up on lobbying for protection and accept lower profits, its level of outside resources ρA no longer

influence the costliness of counter-lobbying by B. That is, this helps make clear that extra lobbying

resources (beyond available industry profits) should matter only insofar as they help to prop up a

firm that would otherwise face threats of closure; when this is not the case, these extra resources
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do not affect the costliness of counter-lobbying.

The second main difference is that now the likelihood of counter-lobbying falls not in the absolute

profits made by A under protection, but instead when the marginal profits gained from protection

are higher. This difference comes from the fact that, while in Case I industry A did not take into

consideration its profits without protection (as these were assumed to be less than zero), in Case

II it is directly interested in its change in profits due to increased protection, and as such, greater

marginal increases in profits for industry A due to tariff increases will make it more costly for B

to counter-lobby. Given that this is the case, it is also important to note that, as the world price

of A falls, the marginal value of an increase in tariffs actually rises, thus making it less likely that

the counter-lobby constraint will bind. In this world, it becomes necessary to compare the relative

curvatures of the profit functions for A and B, as if it is the case that this marginal increase in

profits for A at lower values of wA always dominates the marginal decrease in profits for B, then

counter-lobbying may never be observed in equilibrium.

However, this raises another important point—namely, that πA(0) is a function of the world

price for A, with profits for A falling (especially without any compensating trade protection) as

wA declines. In fact, the delineation between Case I and Case II occurs exactly at the point when

wA = p0, such that, absent protection from the government, the relevant outside option for firm A

becomes exit from the market, as opposed to simply ceasing to lobby. Thus, while in Case II we

have shown that, absent assumptions on the functional form of πA(.) and πB(.), it is difficult to

assert how counter-lobbying should change with drops in the world price, eventually a continued fall

in wA will move us from Case II to Case I, which again provides clear guidelines on the inverted-U

shape of expected protection.

3.3 Repeated play

We conclude the discussion of our formal theory with a brief consideration of how the model could

be extended to allow repeated play. In particular, we assume that our stage game may be repeated

for many rounds, and adopt the Markov Perfect Equilibrium refinement for such games. In addition,

we assume one other change to our model—whereas in the single-shot version of the game, outside

resources (ρi) were assumed to be given exogenously, in the multi-period version, we instead allow

these resources to be determined by profits in previous periods. More specifically, we assume that
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ρi,t=0 is given by some fixed value in the first period of play, while in future periods ρit = vi,t−1.

In other words, additional resources for each sector are essentially given by the sum of any profits

and remaining resources in the previous period less the lobbying costs that the sector paid in that

period.

As Markovian Equilibria do not permit strategy conditioning directly on past play, but must

instead be defined over stage-specific state variables, the solution to this repeated-play version of

our game is largely identical to that presented above, save with one important difference. Insofar

as outside resources affect the likelihood of observing protectionism in Case I as discussed above,

we find that in repeated play an industry that continues to face sustained shocks over time may

eventually be forced to reduce lobbying for protection. That is, in those cases where lobbying for

protection is initially covered in part at least by outside resources, if an industry faces sustained

declines in profitability over time, this may lead to these reservoirs of extra lobbying dollars drying

up, which would force reductions in lobbying expenditures and thus lower equilibrium tariffs rates

in those cases where Nature continues to draw negative shocks for the industry. Thus, this extension

of our model suggests an additional cross-temporal implication—for firms facing sustained crises

over time, we should expect that protection provided to these firms should be rising initially but

fall later as continued shocks erode the “political purchasing power” of the industry.15

4 Illustrative Case Studies

Our theoretical model generates testable predictions about the relationship between capital crises

and trade policy changes, which we evaluate by first examining in detail the experience of Chile, a

country that witnessed economic shocks in the early-1980s, and then gauging the applicability of

our theory across a wider range of cases.

4.1 The Chilean Case

Table 1 lists the average tariffs on imports in Chile over the period 1973 - 1991 and shows that

tariffs rose beginning in 1983 and then fell beginning in 1985. This trend of protection followed

15We note in passing that this type of dynamic equilibrium fits well the account of an initial rise and subsequent
fall over time in trade protection afforded to the steel industry as its lobbying resources dwindled, as described in
Freund and Ozden (2008).
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by liberalization is best explained by the dynamics of industry level lobbying and counter-lobbying

that occurred following the country’s economic crisis.

Table 1: Import Tariffs Schedule in Chile: 1973 - 1988

Year Average Tariffs on Imports

1973 94.0

1974 75.6

1975 50.3

1976 35.7

1977 21.8

1978 14.7

1979 11.7

1980 10.1

1981 10.1

1982 10.1

1983 21.0

1984 24.4

1985 27.3

1986 20.8

1987 20.0

1988 20.0

1989 15.0

1990 15.0

1991 11.0

Sources: Banco Central de Chile (Pietrobelli 1998; Edwards and Lederman 1998))

Growth of Competing Interests. The Pinochet government spearheaded ambitious economic re-

forms—including trade liberalization—between 1974 and 1979 (Hachette 1991; Pietrobelli 1998).

First, in 1974 the government abolished the quotas and official approvals that were previously

needed to initiate imports. Second, it reduced the directly prohibited tariff positions from 187 to

six in 1976. Third, it reduced tariff policies that had ranged from five to 750 percent to a uniform

ten percent by 1979. It also implemented a host of economic policies related to price deregulation,

privatization, and capital and financial liberalization.

A number of industries and sectors benefitted from the economic policy changes and gradu-

ally became supporters of trade liberalization (Munoz Goma 1989). Historically, Chile’s exports

had largely been limited to copper, its most abundant natural resource. Trade liberalization in

1974-1979 primarily benefitted downstream copper-related industries; exports from these indus-

tries increased from 2.7 percent of total exports in 1971-1973 to 34.7 percent of total exports in
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1980-1981. Industries making intensive use of abundant natural resources, such as pulp and paper,

furniture, and fishmeal also increased their shares in the proportion of tradable goods. Along with

these industries, other sectors, such as agriculture, became supporters of liberalization because they

benefitted from reduced import tariffs on input goods (Lederman 2005).

A range of additional economic reforms, such as the financial reforms of 1974 and the priva-

tization of banks initiated in 1975, also created large conglomerates or grupos that had vested

interests in support of liberalization. Because “these conglomerates owned a large share of Chile’s

financial system, and their lending activities were often concentrated in lending to related firms”

and because these “grupos owned export-oriented firms, they also benefitted from the policies that

strengthened the export sectors” (Edwards and Lederman 1998, p.34).16

Crisis. The exchange rate was pegged to the dollar in 1979, and between 1979 and 1982 the

real exchange rate appreciated systematically. Large inflows of foreign capital—a consequence

of credit availability in world financial markets—financed domestic consumption and investment.

Consequently, the relative prices of domestic non-tradable goods rose relative to tradable goods

because exchange rates were fixed.

The global economy began plummeting in 1980. This reduced the demand for Chilean ex-

ports, increased international interest rates, and led to a liquidity squeeze in international financial

markets. Combined with Chile’s exchange rate appreciation, a major balance of payments crisis

occurred in 1982. As the country ran out of reserves, bankruptcies soared, and the government

implemented a major devaluation. Consequently, consumption and investment declined by over 20

percent and domestic unemployment rose from 11.2 percent in 1980 to 23.7 percent in 1982.

Protection. Chile underwent a severe economic contraction between 1982 and 1983. The govern-

ment enacted three forms of protectionist policies in responses to these internal pressures. First, it

increased the uniform tariff of 10 percent to 20 percent in June 1983 and 35 percent in September

1984. Second, it implemented surcharges on a range of imported products. Third, the “government

reintroduced price bands for three commodities—wheat, sugar, and edible oil—in 1983, which were

16By 1979, the ten largest grupos controlled 135 of the 250 largest private corporations, and they controlled ap-
proximately 70 percent of all corporations traded in the stock market (Dahse 1979; quoted in Edwards and Lederman
1998, pp.41-42).
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meant to provide, on average, a rate of nominal protection equivalent to the uniform tariff rate”

(Lederman 2005, p.100). Numerous accounts, such as the following, describe the political pressures

that the Chilean government faced in the wake of the crisis:

“High unemployment and reduced real wages substantially weakened the political base;
bankruptcies and high indebtedness created a rift between the entrepreneurial com-
munity and the executive branch of the government. The repercussions were felt in
internal pressures brought to bear against the liberalization policy: while workers and
entrepreneurs saw an opportunity in the political weakness of the government to re-
gain privileges and franchises lost during liberalization, officials sought to exploit that
vulnerability to rebuild their own political support...Consequently, entrepreneurial or-
ganizations campaigned to protect their markets from foreign protection” (Hachette
1991, p.48).

Driving these protectionist trends was organized lobbying by a number of import-competing in-

dustries. In the wake of the crisis, for example, the Confederacion de la Produccion y el Com-

ercio (COPROCO), an umbrella organization of large and medium size firms that represented

both import-competing manufacturing interests and agricultural interests,17 began pressuring the

government to grant trade protection (Edwards and Lederman 1998). For instance, in 1983, CO-

PROCO released a document entitled “Economic Recovery: Analysis and Proposals” in which it

outlined industry opposition to low tariff levels; many of the specific proposals of this document

were implemented over the next few years (Campero 1991). Scholars have further pointed out that

it was through government policy shifts that industry lobbying impacted tariff policy reform:

“Pressures for reversing the liberalization process intensified thereafter. The recession
combined with mounting criticism altered the balance of power inside the business
community. Reflecting these pressures, Pinochet appointed a rather protectionist team
– led by Arturo Escobar and Modesto Collados – to navigate the crisis. The demands
of the traditional sectoral associations were heeded: interest rates were lowered and
tariffs increased to 35 percent. In addition, the authorities began to prioritize a more
adequate level of the real exchange rate, established foreign-exchange controls, and
achieved effective renegotiation of the foreign debt” (Schamis 1991, p.248).

Moreover, apart from tariff policy changes, industry lobbyists also influenced non tariff barriers:

“[T]he reversal was not limited to the uniform tariff. As a matter of fact, de la Cuadra
and Hachette (1991, 269) list the numerous surcharges that were applied to imports

17Manufacturers were represented by the Sociedad de Fomento Fabril (SFF) and agriculturists were represented by
the Sociedad Nacional de Agricultural (SNA). Both the SFF and SNA belonged to COPROCO.
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during this period. The great diversity of products, ranging from butter to refrigerators,
indicates that these surcharges were the result of industry-specific lobbying efforts. . . .
The system for setting the surcharges was launched in November 1981, at the zenith
of the real exchange rate appreciation.... By December 1984, the authorities received
123 requests for relief, alleging that foreign governments subsidized their exports to
Chile. . . . A more likely explanation is that the authorities were once again responding
to political pressures, even under an authoritarian regime” (Edwards and Lederman
1998, p.43).

Liberalization. As predicted by our theory, import-competing industries—the industries that were

negatively affected by the crisis—initially lobbied the government for trade protection. As the

crisis intensified, however, a competing set of industries—in this case, export-oriented industries

that were harmed by higher tariff rates—began to mobilize and counter-lobby the government to

reinstate liberalization. The following account describes this precise process:

“Most countries facing such a deep recession, a huge balance-of-payments problem, and
a growing protectionist lobby would have gone much further in reinstituting protection;
this is what happened in most other Latin American countries...The tenacity of the
policy makers kept trade liberalization in place long enough for groups that had a
vested interest in defending it to develop. Reversal would financially damage those
groups, which have reoriented their resources toward the objectives of liberalization...For
this new group, a reversal of the tariff policy would bring unfavorable relative prices;
consequently, its members made their opinions felt when changes in policy are discussed”
(Hachette 1991, p.49).

Furthermore, as predicted by our theory, changes in the resource endowments of both lobbying

and counter-lobbying industries played a crucial role in determining trade policy outcomes. It was

precisely these pro-liberalization interests that were successful in shifting the government stance on

trade policy toward liberalization:

“As soon as the crisis was brought under control, the dominant coalition reconstituted
itself around the economic groups that were able to overcome the recession. In February
1985 Hernan Buchi, a young economist with impeccable orthodox credentials, was ap-
pointed minister of finance. Tariffs were subsequently lowered to 15 percent.” (Schamis
1991, p.249).

In short, both mechanisms highlighted by our theory – the impact of a crisis on a group’s resources

and the lobbying and counter-lobbying responses to a crisis – appear to be the primary drivers of

trade policy change during the Chilean crisis in the early 1980s.
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4.2 A Range of Cases

Chile’s experience was far from idiosyncratic. The main predictions of our theory appear to be

validated in a range of cases across time and regions. From a historical perspective, for example,

consider the imposition and repeal of the Corn Laws, which were the precursors of trade liberaliza-

tion in the United Kingdom (Schonhardt-Bailey 2006; Woodward 1938; Semmel 2004; Kindleberger

1975). During the Napoleonic Wars, imports of corn and other cereals produced in continental Eu-

rope effectively came to a halt. The end of the wars in 1815, however, produced a period of stability

on the continent and led to a flood of low-cost grain imports into Britain.18 These external agricul-

tural price shocks, following our theoretical predictions, spurred landowning interests to lobby the

House of Commons for trade protection from low-cost cereal imports, and led to the imposition of

the Corn Laws in 1815.

Our theory also predicts that when higher tariffs in one sector undermines the profitability of a

competing sector, we should expect an uptick in counter-lobbying from the disadvantaged sector.

The imposition of agricultural tariffs directly undercut the profits of manufacturing industries. As

the cost of corn and food rose, people substituted their spending on manufactured commodities to

spending on agricultural goods. Additionally, as workers demanded higher subsistence wages, the

cost of industrial labor increased. Both trends depressed the profits of manufacturing industries

and generated intense counter-lobbying by industrialists to abolish the agricultural tariffs (see, for

example: Kindleberger 1975).

Our theory predicts that at times of heightened crisis, changes in resource endowments and

lobbying and counter-lobbying activities may spur trade liberalization. The onset of poor harvests

and the potato famines in 1845 increased the relative clout of manufacturing interests and altered

their influence over Parliament, and were major factors, amongst many, that led to the repeal of

the Corn Laws in 1846.19

Other key events during the emergence of Britain’s commitment to free trade also appear to

subscribe to our theory. For example, the East India Company Charter Act of 1813 (1813 Act),

which ended the East India Company’s monopoly over trade with India, was another key event

18The price of corn fell from 126 to 65 shillings a quarter between 1812 to 1815.
19Scholars have underscored the relative salience of a host of factors, such as interests, ideology and institutional

change in explaining the repeal of the Corn Laws. See, for example: Schonhardt-Bailey 2006.
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in Britain’s shift to free trade. Underpinning this policy shift was a lobbying contest between

an emergent group of industrialists from provincial cities such as Manchester and Birmingham

that were seeking new markets for their manufactured goods and an established class of London

merchants and East India Company investors that were fighting to retain their monopoly over trade

with India (Moss 1976; Chaudhuri 1971; Cain and Hopkins 1980; Chapman 1979; Cookson 1985).

While the latter group had historically carried formidable political clout,20 it was precisely when

they were beset with economic losses that they were unable to effectively counteract the lobbying

efforts of the manufacturing interests seeking free trade, leading to the passage of the 1813 Act.21

This link between economic shocks, lobbying dynamics, and trade policy changes appears to

have significant explanatory power in more recent times as well. In examining Mexico’s push toward

trade liberalization in the 1980s, for example, scholars have pointed out that the debt crisis was an

important precursor of change. Schamis (1991) writes that “[i]n the mid-1980s the collapse of the

price of crude reduced the country’s main source of revenue, enhancing the leverage of creditors,

mobile-asset holders, and exporters. The government responded by initiating a program of trade

liberalization. Licenses, quotas, and reference prices were all abolished, and tariffs, which had

reached 100 percent in the early 1980s, were lowered to a maximum of 20 percent toward the end

of 1987” (Schamis 1991, p.253). As predicted by our theory, one of the factors underpinning these

trade policy changes were systematic shifts in the resource endowments of pro- and anti-protectionist

industries:

Part of the answer is that in the wake of the debt crisis and first wave of unilateral
commercial opening, some of the protectionist opposition had already washed up on
Schumpeter’s shores of “creative destruction.” While it is difficult to separate the dele-
terious effects of import penetration from those of an adjustment-related contraction in
industrial demand, the point here is simply that the hardest-hit sectors (textiles, shoes,
consumer electronics, basic metals) during the mid-1980s also constituted some of the
core membership of the adamantly protectionist CANACINTRA.22 The weakening of
this lobby due to the economic ill fate of many of its members sheds some light on their

20The East India Company merchants had maintained their monopoly over trade with India by lobbying and paying
substantial royalties to successive monarchs and governments for over two centuries (Chaudhuri 1971, 1978; Hamilton
1919).

21Webster (1990)argues, for example, that a major “reason for the impotence of London stemmed from major
changes there during the Napoleonic wars. Many older merchant firms were eliminated by the hardships of war, as
the continental blockade, war with the U.S., and the failure of South American speculation exacted a heavy toll...the
consequence of these changes was temporarily to diminish London as a center of political influence” (p.414). See,
also: Cookson 1985

22Camara Nacional de la Industria de Transformacion.
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inability to head off the subsequent GATT victory in 1986. (Pastor and Wise 1994,
p.467)

Put simply, anecdotal evidence from a number of cases suggests a pattern consistent with our

argument: economic shocks affect equilibrium levels of trade policies by mobilizing some industries

to lobby for protection and other industries to lobby against protection, and by altering the resource

endowments of both sets of actors. In the next section, we turn to systematic evidence from Brazil.

5 Empirical Tests

We test the predictions of our theory by using data on industry level price shocks and tariffs in

Brazil over the period 1986 - 1999. Brazil serves as a good case to test our theory for several reasons.

First, “[t]he 1990s were a period of dramatic policy reform in Brazil” (Krishna, Poole and Senses

2011, p.5) and during that decade the government implemented a number of unilateral trade policy

changes. Extensive liberalization began in 1988 and the average effective rate of protection fell from

42% in 1988 to 12% in 1994 (Kume, Piani and Souza 2000). Although the thrust of the changes

was towards liberalization in the earlier half of the decade, tariff policies varied substantially across

industries and over time (Krishna, Poole and Senses 2011). Figure 1 charts industry level tariffs

on a monthly basis and illustrates the temporal and sectoral variation in protection.

Second, unlike many countries—especially developing countries—which have outlawed business

lobbying and campaign contributions to political candidates, Brazilian electoral laws explicitly per-

mit political contributions by firms. These contributions are significant by comparative standards:

firms are allowed to directly contribute up to two percent of gross revenues directly to candidates,

and corporate contributions represent the foremost source of campaign financing.23 Moreover,

scholars have demonstrated close linkages between business contributions and quid pro quo gov-

ernment policy returns (Alston and Mueller 2006; Boas, Hidalgo and Richardson 2011; Claessens,

Feijen and Laeven 2006; Samuels 2001, 2002). Since firm- and industry-level lobbying to politicians

is a key mechanism of our theory, this unique aspect of the Brazilian politics makes the country a

good case to test our predictions.

23In the 2006 election, for instance, federal deputy candidates raised 55% of funds from corporate donors and
only 34% of funds from individual donors, a sharp contrast from the United States, where individual donations have
historically dwarfed donations from organized interests (Ansolabehere, De Figueiredo and Snyder Jr 2003).
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Figure 1: Monthly Tariffs in Brazil, 1986 - 1999 (Muedler 2003)

Third, anecdotal evidence suggests that industries with competing interests over trade poli-

cymaking have been important actors influencing trade protection in Brazil. On the one hand,

import-competing industries such as automobiles, electrical and electronic equipment, rubber and

plastics, textiles, and clothing were historically able to achieve “high levels of nominal and effec-

tive protection” (Veiga 2009, p.5; see also, Markwald 2006). Moreover, following economic shocks

such as the currency crisis of 1994 there was an “increase in protectionist pressures from sectors

threatened by the surge of imports” (Veiga 2009, p.8). On the other hand, export-oriented indus-

tries have served as an important counterweight with respect to trade policymaking. For example,

Veiga (2009) writes that “the emergence of an export-oriented and very competitive agribusiness

sector translated, in the negotiating agenda, into intensifying demands for market liberalization

and elimination of trade-distorting subsidies” (p.12). It thus appears that lobbying and counter-

lobbying dynamics—another key feature of our theory—have played an important historical role in

the context of trade policymaking in Brazil.

Finally, Brazil experienced several bouts of economic crises during this period, including periods

of rapid inflation that led to a macroeconomic stabilization plan (Plano Real) and price shocks
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that had differential impacts across industries (see, for example: Mesquita Moreira 2009). For the

reasons outlined above, Brazil serves as an appropriate case to test our theoretical expectation that

protection should follow an inverted-U shape in the intensity of crises.

5.1 Methodology

We test the predictions of our theory using monthly and yearly industry-level tariffs and price data.

Our baseline specification takes the following form:

Ti,t = α+ β1 ∗ PSi,t−x + β2 ∗ PS2
i,t−x + εi,t (18)

where i indexes each industry, t indexes the time period, x represents the time lag, Ti,t represents

the tariff rate, PSi,t represents a measure of the price shocks calculated from the price index Pi,t,
24

PS2
i,t represents the square of the price shocks,25 and εi,t is the error term. Standard errors are

clustered by industries to account for within-industry correlations in the data.

Our dependent variable is the ad valorem tariff rate in an industry and our primary independent

variables are linear and quadratic terms that capture the price shocks to intermediate input goods

for an industry. Since increases in the prices of intermediate goods decrease the profits of firms, we

expect the intensity of price shocks to increase in PSi,t. The main prediction of our theory is that

there is an inverse-U shaped relationship between the intensity of a shock faced by an industry and

the level of protection accorded to the industry. Accordingly, we test whether β1 > 0 and β2 < 0.

Our second specification adds industry-fixed effects to the regression and takes the following

form:

Ti,t = α+ β1 ∗ PSi,t−x + β2 ∗ PS2
i,t−x + δi + εi,t (19)

In the equation above, δi captures industry fixed effects. Our theory does not generate a

priori predictions about the specific functional form of the price shock or time lag that should

be considered. Therefore, for each of the specifications above we present results using a range of

alternate functional forms and period lags. As robustness tests to mitigate concerns about time-

24In particular, PSi,t is the log difference of the price index Pi,t: PSi,t = log(Pi,t) − log(Pi,t−x).
25The squared price shock, PS2

i,t, is simply equal to PSi,t ∗ PSi,t.
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varying unobservables, we present additional results using one particular form. In particular, in

some specifications we include as well period fixed effects, which are captured by the term θt in the

following equation,

Ti,t = α+ β1 ∗ PSi,t−1 + β2 ∗ PS2
i,t−1 + δi + θt + εi,t (20)

Our last specification replaces the industry-fixed effects with a lagged dependent variable and

takes the following form,

Ti,t = α+ β1 ∗ PSi,t−x + β2 ∗ PS2
i,t−x + Ti,t−x + θt + εi,t (21)

5.2 Data

We compiled detailed industry tariffs and price data from Muendler (2003b,a) to test the predictions

of our theory.

Our measure of tariffs are monthly and annual nominal ad-valorem tariffs for final goods. These

tariff series capture detailed nominal levels of protection for 53 Brazilian industrial sectors at the

nivel 80 industry classification level.26, 27 The Muendler (2003b) tariffs data are based on Kume,

Piani and Souza (2000), in which sector-specific tariff levels are calculated by weighing product-

specific ad-valorem tariffs with the value added in each narrowly defined product group. The annual

tariff data are simple annual means of the monthly data.

We use two series of intermediate inputs price indices for our analyses. Beginning with two

sector-specific wholesale price indices, the Indice de Precos por Atacado-Disponibilidade Interna

(IPA-DI) and the Indice de Precos por Atacado (IPA),28 Muendler (2003a) constructed price in-

dices for intermediate inputs using national-level input-output matrices to derive the typical ‘input

basket’ of firms within a sector.29 These indices capture prices for 62 sectors at the nivel 100 clas-

sification level and are indexed to a value of 100 in January 1990. For the purposes of our analyses,

26Five agricultural sectors are included (103, 104, 105, 107, 109) and four oil and fuel production sectors are
excluded (301, 1801, 1802, 1806).

27The nivel 80 industry classification scheme was organized by the Brazilian census bureau Fundacao Instituto
Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatistica (IBGE).

28The Fundacao Getulio Vargas (FGV) produces both series.
29In particular, Muendler (2003a) transforms the wholesale price indices using the IBGE produced input-output

matrices for 1985, and 1990 through 1998 to arrive at the input price series. The matrices for 1986 through 1989
were constructed by linear interpolation.
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we matched the price indices to the nivel 80 classification level.

5.3 Results

Table 1 reports the OLS estimates of our first model. It shows that under various functional form

definitions of price shocks and under various time period lags for these shocks, we find a relationship

between price shocks and tariffs that accords well with the relationship predicted by our theory.

The first set of results use monthly data. In Columns 1-3, we define a price shock as a log change

in the monthly price over a period of 12 months. Column 1 lags the price shock by six months,

Column 2 by 12 months, and Column 3 by 24 months. In each of these specifications, we find

that the linear price shock has a positive coefficient and the squared price shock has a negative

coefficient, indicating an inverted-U shaped relationship between industry-level shocks and tariff

levels. In Columns 4-5, we fix the price shock lag at 12 months but calculate the price shock over

periods of six months (Column 4) and 24 months (Column 5), respectively.

We next present results using annual data (Columns 6-10). Columns 6-8 define a price shock

as a log change in the yearly price (calculated as an average of monthly prices) over a period of

one year and then lag the shock by one year (Column 6), two years (Column 7), and three years

(Column 8). By contrast, Columns 9-10 fix the price shock lag at one year and then define the

price shock as the log difference between the maximum and minimum monthly price within a year

(Column 9) and the log change in the yearly price over a period of two years. In each of these

specifications, we find strong suggestive support for our theoretical prediction that the relationship

between the intensity of a shock and tariff protection accorded to industries is characterized by an
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inverted-U shape.

Table II presents results that help alleviate concerns of industry-varying unobservables. In short,

it repeats the analysis presented in Table I but includes industry fixed effects in the regressions.30

These results are qualitatively the same as the previous set of results, suggesting that our coefficients

are identified by within industry variation.

Next, Table III presents results that help alleviate concerns about time-varying unobservables.

In this set of analyses, when looking at monthly data we define a price shock as the log change in

prices over a period of 24 months, and we lag the price shock itself by 24 months (Columns 1-4).

Similarly, when considering the annual data we define a price shock as the log change in the average

30We omit one industry due to the constant.
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yearly prices over a period of 2 years, and we lag the price shock by 2 years (Columns 5-8).

As discussed earlier, our theory offers no a priori justifications to choose any particular func-

tional form of the price shocks or any particular time period lag. Interviews with representatives of

the U.S. Trade Division suggest, however, that governments are typically not quick to alter tariff

levels in response to crises; after the financial crisis of 2008, in particular, countries such as Ar-

gentina and Indonesia responded by beginning altering tariffs only starting in 2011.31 Therefore,

the specifications in Table III find some support in the observed policymaking time horizons of

developing countries that have been known to alter tariffs following crises.

Looking at the annual data in Table III, Column 1 reports the results of a model that includes

month fixed effects (but not industry fixed effects), and Column 2 reports results after industry fixed

effects are added. Column 3 replaces the industry fixed effects with a lagged dependent variable

(using a one year lag). We drop industry fixed effects because OLS estimates are biased in models

that include both industry fixed effects and a lagged dependent variables, but for completeness sake

report results with both sets of variables in Column 4. Columns 5-8 repeat the same analysis for

yearly data. In each of these analyses, we find strong suggestive support for an inverted-U shaped

relationship between the intensity of price shocks and subsequent tariff levels as posited by our

theory.

Tables I-III present results using data from the IPA-DI price index for intermediate goods. We

replicate the same tables and present substantively similar results using the second price index, the

IPA index for intermediate goods, in Tables IV-VI.

31Interview with Donald Eiss, United States Trade Representative Agency, Summer 2012.
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Our empirical analysis thus provides suggestive evidence of a systematic non-monotonic rela-

tionship between the intensity of industry price shocks and tariff policy changes that closely mirrors

the inverted-U relationship posited by our theory.

6 Conclusion

Existing work on economic crisis and trade protection has suggested two potentially contradictory

directions to this relationship—while some authors have argued that increased threats from inter-

national competition should make protectionism more likely, others maintain that crises provide

opportunities for old protectionist coalitions to rupture, thus allowing the development of more
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pro-liberalization forces. We argue that most accounts have failed to pay attention to one critical

dynamic at play during crises in the political economy of tariff making: namely, the differential

effect that crises may have on resources available for lobbying by different sectors of the economy.

Small crises may trigger the desire for protectionism, and they are unlikely to overwhelm an indus-

try’s capacity to lobby for trade policy; however, as crisis intensity increases (whether within a given

period or across an extended time frame), we expect that two counter-protectionist mechanisms

may come into play.

First, in sustained or severe crises, firms may find that their lobbying budgetary constraint

binds with force, such that they may no longer be able to afford to compensate government for the

welfare costs of trade protection. In addition, this may be exacerbated in cases where protection in

one industry generates losses in another, such that at greater levels of protection outside industries

may find it beneficial to engage in counter-lobbying. Counter-lobbying should drive up the lobbying

costs for the original firm further thereby making it even more likely that they may no longer be

able to afford protection. As such, we expect the relationship between crisis intensity and trade

protection to follow an inverted-U shape, with protection rising at first but eventually falling in

more intense crises.

To evaluate this prediction, we look first at the historical case of Chile following its financial crisis

in the 1980s, which chronicles a period of initial trade protection in the face of economic distress

eventually overridden by the counter-lobbying efforts of a coalition of groups hurt by protectionist

policy. Having demonstrated qualitatively the mechanisms predicted by our theory in a particular

case, we then turn to empirical analysis of sub-national variation in tariff lines provided to Brazilian

industries following shocks to profitability of varying sizes due to input price changes. Across a range

of specifications and controlling for industry- and time-invariant characteristics, we find consistent

support for our predicted inverted-U relationship between crisis intensity and trade policy. It thus

appears that, in a case selected for its consonance with our conceptual framework, industries that

face smaller shocks were able to successfully secure increased tariff protection, while those facing

more severe shocks were no longer able to do so. In future work, we hope to expand this analysis

both to a broader range of countries, as well as to a more diverse set of economic crises.
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